Chapter 3
Methodology of Research

1.1 Object of Research

The object of the research is derivational suffixes in English and Balinese language.

1.2 Research Design

The research design that used in this research is descriptive qualitative. According to Arikunto (as cited in Endang 2011) “descriptive qualitative research is model of research that used by the researcher to obtain information from sources intended”.

3.3 Sources of Data

Data sources of this research are ‘morphology book, dialect geography of Balinese language, and dictionary’. It is called corpus. In this case Heigham & Croker (2009: 309) explain a corpus or corpora “is a collection of authentic spoken and/or written texts created so that researchers can see how language is commonly used”.

Beside that the data sources in English, the writer took from Demers book and dictionary. While in Balinese language the writer took from dialect geography of Balinese language and participants who are interview. There are thirteen participants who are interview in this research. They from south Batui who are able to speak Balinese language well.
1.4 Techniques of Collecting Data

The techniques of collecting data in this research are documenting, interviewing, recording, taking note and reading.

1. Reading

In collecting the data, the writer collected the data by reading Gleason book, Akmajian book, Ida Wayan Oka Granoka book and John M. Echols dictionary.

2. Interviewing

This is a way to support in getting the data for this research. In this research, the writer will interview the native speaker of Balinese who are able to speak Balinese language well.

3. Recording

The writer will record the conversation with informant as the object of research. And record anything related to the conversation between the writer and informants.

4. Taking notes

Taking notes will be carried out in order to make the writer easier to remember anything regarded to the conversation which is done with the informant.

5. Documentation

Shown to obtain data directly from the place of research, including: journal from internet, theses, documenting, and some book which discuss about affix in English and Bali language or data relevant to the research.
3.5 Techniques of Data Analysis

There are several steps in analyzed the data, such as:

1. Identification

In this step, the writer will identify the data which get from reading and interviewing, about affixes of English and Balinese language. Then, find the word of derivational suffixes.

2. Classification

After identifying the sentences, the writer classifies the conversation into small forms of conversation which have derivational suffixes of Balinese language and English.

3. Analysis

Finally, the writer analyze the conversations of affixes in Balinese language and English after that the writer categorize of word included derivational suffixes in the both.